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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we address the problem of the speaker-
based segmentation, which is the first necessary step
for several indexing tasks. It consists in recognizing
from their voice the sequence of people engaged in
a conversation. In our context, we make no assump-
tions about prior knowledge of the speaker character-
istics (no speaker model, no speech model, no training
phase). However, we assume that people do not speak
simultaneously. Our segmentation technique takes ad-
vantages of two different types of segmentation algo-
rithms. It is organized in two passes: first, the most
likely speaker changing points are detected and then,
they are validated or discarded. Our algorithm is effi-
cient to detect speaker changing points even close to
one another and is thus suited for segmenting conver-
sations containing segments of any length.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the development of telecommunications and of
computer science, it is now easy to store large amounts
of speech data. The problem is however how to re-
trieve efficiently the desired information. Therefore,
automated data indexing and retrieval systems are in-
creasingly needed.

This paper addresses the indexing via the sub-task
of recognition of the sequence of speakers engaged in
a conversation. In other words, the aim is to know
who speaks and when. In our study, we assume that no
prior information on speakers is available (no speaker
or speech model, no training phase) and that people do
not speak simultaneously.

This kind of indexing task could be used for exam-
ple to create a database where all speeches are indexed
with respect to their author or as a preliminary step in
news (or movies) transcribing tasks [1], in automatic
grouping speech messages [2] or in speaker tracking
[3].

Our indexing task is divided in two main parts:
first, the segmentation step seeks speech segments con-
taining utterances of only one speaker. Then, the next
step aims at merging speech segments related to a same
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speaker as described for example in [2] or [4]. In this
paper, we specialize in the first step: the speaker-based
segmentation.

We distinguish several types of segmentation al-
gorithms in the literature. Segmentation algorithms
based on a distance between two consecutive parts of
the speech signal have been investigated in [5, 6, 7].
The problem, then, lies in the choice of a relevant thresh-
old for distance values. A segmentation algorithm based
on the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) is pre-
sented in [8], but proves to require long speech seg-
ments. Our segmentation technique takes advantages
of these two types of segmentation techniques. First, a
distance-based segmentation combined with a thresh-
olding process as robust as possible, is operated to de-
tect the most likely speaker changing points. Then, the
Bayesian Information Criterion is used during a sec-
ond pass to validate or discard the previously detected
changing points.

Section 2 details two segmentation techniques: first,
the algorithmusing only the Bayesian Information Cri-
terion is presented in section 2.1 and then, our segmen-
tation technique is explained in section 2.2. Section 3
compares both techniques by evaluating their perfor-
mance with criteria described in section 3.2. Results
are also commented. Finally, section 4 concludes and
gives possible tracks for further work.

2. SPEAKER-BASED SEGMENTATION

The aim is to segment the speech data every time a
speaker change occurs. Two different types of seg-
mentation will be reviewed: the first one relies exclu-
sively on the BIC, referred to as the BIC procedure,
and require large segments to be relevant enough. The
second one we propose is based on a two step analysis:
a first pass uses a distance computation to determine
the changing point candidates and a second pass uses
the BIC to validate or discard these candidates. Our
segmentation technique shows to be less dependent of
the average segment size (i.e. of the average between-
speaker period).

The principle behind speaker change detection is
to measure a dissimilarity value between two consec-
utive parts of the parameterized signal (called win-
dows), assuming that each of these parts is related to



one speaker only.

2.1. The Bayesian Information Criterion procedure

The first technique for dissimilarity measurement is
based on the comparison of two parametric statistical
models corresponding to two adjacent windows. This
comparison is performed using BIC computation, pro-
posed by Chen in [8].

The BIC is a likelihood criterion penalized by the
model complexity. GivenX = fx1; :::; xng a sequence
of NX acoustic vectors, andL(X ;M ) the likelihood
of X for the modelM , the BIC value is determined
by: BIC(M ) = logL(X ;M ) � �m

2
logNX , where

m is the number of parameters of the modelM and�
the penalty factor. We assume thatX is generated by
a multi-Gaussian process, and we consider the follow-
ing hypothesis test for speaker change at timei :

� H0: (x1; :::; xNX) � N (�X ;�X )

� H1: (x1; :::; xi) � N (�X1
;�X1

)
and(xi+1; :::; xNX) � N (�X2

;�X2
)

The maximum likelihood ratio between hypothe-
sisH0 (no speaker change) andH1(speaker change at
time i) is then defined by:
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where�X , �X1
, and�X2

are respectively the co-
variance matrices of the complete sequence, of the sub-
setfx1; :::; xig, and of the subsetfxi+1; :::; xNXg, and
NX , NX1

, andNX2
, are respectively the number of

acoustic vectors in the complete sequence, in the sub-
setfx1; :::; xig, and in the subsetfxi+1; :::; xNXg. The
variations of the BIC value between the two models
(one Gaussian versus two different Gaussians) is then
given by:

�BIC(i) = �R(i) + �P (2)

where the penalty is given byP = 1
2
(p + 1

2
p(p +

1)) logNX , p being the dimension of the acoustic space,
and� is the penalty factor. A negative value of�-
BIC(i) indicates that the two multi-Gaussian models
best fit the dataX , which means that a change of speaker
occurred at timei.

BIC values computation is costly, and therefore the
algorithm implementation has to be done in three steps
to avoid computation overload, as described in [9]:

1. A first pass is performed to determine the ap-
proximate location of the changing points. The
�-BIC value is computed between two adjacent
windows[a; b] and [b; c], where the boundaries
a andc are fixed, and whereb takes its values in
[a; c] and is increased at each iteration by a cer-
tain resolution step. The distanced(a; c) is in-
creased when no negative value is found for�-
BIC. When a negative value is found, the chang-
ing point becomes the new value fora.
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Figure 1: Principle of BIC final pass

2. The second pass uses the same method for re-
fining the results of the first pass: the explo-
ration intervals[a; c] are chosen much smaller,
and centered around the points previously se-
lected as candidates.

3. The third pass validates the results of the second
pass. Iffs1; :::; sNg is the set of speaker change
candidates found in step 2, a�-BIC value is
computed for each pair of windows[si�1; si]
[si; si+1]. If the value is negative, a speaker
change is identified at timei. If not, the point
si is discarded from the candidate set, so that
the�-BIC value is now computed for the new
pair of windows[si�1; si+1] [si+1; si+2 (with
the old indexes), as shown in figure 1.

This method, which consists in merging segments
as long as positive values for BIC are found, is neces-
sary for a correct estimation of the Gaussian parame-
ters, since the model accuracy depends highly on the
amount of available information. Thus, the reliability
of the results is a function of the length of the sequence
of acoustic vectors used for computation.

A direct consequence is that the use of the BIC
algorithm alone for the speaker segmentation is not
adapted for small sized segments. Indeed, the algo-
rithm can not detect two speaker changes closer to one
another than the second pass window size, which is
of about 2 s. Even with larger segments, if the fre-
quency of speaker change is too high and does not al-
low good parametric estimations, the algorithm yields
bad results.

Another problem comes from the tuning of the penalty
factor�, which showed to be quite dependent on the
type of analyzed data. In Chen’s work,� is set to 1
but in our experiments the empirical factor� took its
values between 1.2 and 1.8.

We will therefore use a more robust technique based
on distance computation for the first pass, and keep the
BIC algorithm for refinement in a second pass.

2.2. Our segmentation technique

The first pass of our segmentation technique relies on
a distance-based segmentation. The applied measure
function has to reflect how similar two adjacent seg-
ments are. A high value should indicate a change of
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speaker, whereas low values should signify that the
two portions of signal correspond to the same speaker.
Among the many possibledifferent measures commonly
used (see [5, 6, 7, 10]), the measure derived from the
Generalized Likelihood Ratio (GLR) presented in [11,
12] proved to be the most efficient one, showing high
and narrow peaks at speaker change, and low vari-
ation amplitude within single speaker segments (see
also [13] for a study of the different measures men-
tioned above).

Using the same notations as in section 2.1, the like-
lihood ratio between the hypothesisH0 andH1 is de-
fined by:

� =
L(X ;N (�X ;�X )

L(X1;N (�X1
;�X1

):L(X2; N (�X2
;�X2

)
(3)

The GLR distance is computed by taking the loga-
rithm of the previous expression:

dGLR = � log�

The GLR distance is computed for a pair of adja-
cent windows of the same size (about 2s), and the win-
dows are then shifted by a fixed step (about 0.1s) along
the whole parameterized speech signal. This process
(see figure 2) gives as output the graph of distance with
respect to time.

The GLR computation relies on a similar approach
as the one used in BIC computation, but there is no
penalty against the complexity of the models. Thus, a
threshold� will have to be introduced to decide whether
or not the considered distance value reflects a speaker
changing point or not: a measure value greater than�

will indicate a speaker change.
However, this threshold is strongly dependent on

the type of analyzed data and has shown high variabil-
ity with respect to recording conditions. In fact, to

each test database was related a different threshold. In
order to design a more robust system irrespective of
the type of data, an adaptive threshold technique has
to be used.

Once all distance values have been computed, a
low-pass filter is applied to remove all high frequency
perturbations on the graph. Then, all the “significant”
local maxima are searched. A local maximum is re-
garded as “significant” when the differences between
its value and those of the minima surrounding it are
above a certain threshold (calculated as a fraction of
the graph variance), and when there is no greater lo-
cal maximum in its vicinity. Thus, the selection of
the local maxima is not done considering the absolute
value of the peaks, but rather by considering the “form
factor” of the peaks. This type of detection meets the
following requirements:

� It does not depend on the type of speech data
(TV news, phone conversations, studio)

� The emphasize is placed on minimizing thedele-
tion errors(not detecting any changing point where
there is one) rather than theinsertion errors(de-
tecting speaker changes where they do not ex-
ist), as the created sub-segments will be likely
to be merged during the second pass.

Even with a fine tuning of the detection parameters,
the number of insertion errors remains high after the
distance-based segmentation. A second pass using the
BIC is required to merge the segments corresponding
to the same speaker, and thereby to decrease the num-
ber of insertion errors.

The second pass is the exact copy of the third pass
of the BIC analysis presented in section 2.1. A�-BIC
value is computed for each changing point candidate
to validate the result of the first pass. The value of
the empirical factor� has to be tuned in order to min-
imize the number of insertion errors without adding
new deletion errors. The use of the BIC is now much
more appropriate as the length of the considered seg-
ments is large enough for a good parameter estimation.

3. EXPERIMENTATIONS

3.1. Data

To test our approach, we use different types of speech
data :

� 2 conversations which are artificially created by
concatenating sentences of 2 s on average from
the TIMIT database (clean speech, short seg-
ments), referred to astimit2 andtimit3.

� 2 conversations created by concatenating sen-
tences of 1 to 3 s from a French language database
(clean speech, short segments), referred to as
file1andfile2.



� 3 TV news broadcasts extracted from the database
of the “Institut National de l’Audiovisuel” (INA)
in French language (segments of any length), re-
ferred to asextrait4, extrait8andextrait10.

� 3 phone conversations extracted from the SWITCH-
BOARD ([14]) database (segments of any length,
spontaneous speech), referred to assw2005, sw2007
andsw2008.

The speech signal is parameterized with 12 mel-
cepstral coefficients. The addition of the�-coefficients
(first derivatives) does not improve the results and in-
creases the time of computation. For this reason, the
�-coefficients are not used (see [13]).

3.2. Evaluation methods

A good segmentation should provide the correct speaker
changes and therefore segments containing one speaker
only. We distinguish two types of errors related to
speaker change detection. Aninsertion erroroccurs
when a speaker change is detected although it does not
exist. A deletion erroroccurs when the process does
not detect an existing speaker change.

Depending on the stage following the segmenta-
tion, these two types of errors do not have the same
importance. Our segmentation technique has been de-
signed to be embedded in a complete indexing pro-
cess. In this case, insertion errors (resulting in an over-
segmentation) are less critical than deletion errors. The
segmentation stage will be followed by a clustering
stage to group segments related to a same speaker.
Thus, the insertion errors will be corrected during this
next stage.

A reference segmentation is required for using this
kind of error definitions. However, its accuracy, when
the reference segmentation exists, could be very low
since the perception of speaker changes is very subjec-
tive. One can circumvent this difficulty by defining ac-
curacy windows around reference and detected chang-
ing points. A detected changing point is an insertion
error if no reference changing point is found in the sur-
rounding window. At the opposite, the absence of a
changing point candidate in a window around a ref-
erence changing point corresponds to a deletion. The
use of such accuracy windows does not lead to realis-
tic error evaluation: indeed, the width of the window
should depend on the speaking rate, but also on the se-
mantic context of the conversation. The ultimate test
is performed by listening the segments in isolation and
deciding upon the quality of their ending point detec-
tion.

3.3. Results

In order to evaluate our segmentation technique, we
compare it with the BIC procedure, described section
2.1. For both techniques, we count the number of in-
sertion errors and the number of deletion errors.

BIC 1rst pass 2nd pass
I D I D I D

extrait4 (23 pts) 8 2 24 2 9 2
extrait8 (22 pts) 2 0 9 0 3 0
extrait10 (38 pts) 10 8 18 7 7 7

Table 1: French TV news: insertion (I) and deletion
(D) errors respectively with the BIC procedure, the
first pass and the second pass of our algorithm

In all the tables of results, we mention for each
speech file the total number of speaker changing points
in brackets. The second and third columns indicate re-
spectively the number of insertion errors (I) and the
number of deletion errors (D) for the BIC procedure.
The next two columns concern the first pass and the
last two columns the second pass of our segmentation
technique. For each pass, the first column represents
the number of insertion errors (I) and the second one
the number of deletion errors (D), as for the BIC pro-
cedure.

For both segmentation techniques, the parameters
they involved are set up for each database. The longer
the speaker segments are, the higher parameter� (in-
volved in the BIC) should be. Likewise, the longer the
segments are, the larger the windows to compute the
distance or the BIC should be. One can also notice
that parameters are not influenced by the language:
parameters of both segmentation techniques used with
American and French syntheticconversations (both built
with shorts sentences) are quite the same. The small
differences are probably due to the recording condi-
tions.

By examining table 1, we can see that the num-
ber of insertion and deletion errors respectively for
the BIC procedure and for the second pass applied to
French TV news are comparable. Performances of
both techniques are equivalent. We can also notice
that the number of insertions errors is significantly re-
duced between the first and the second pass. In fact,
most of the insertion errors, occurring during the first
pass, are due to speaker intonation changes related to
the semantic content of the sentence or environment
changes.

Concerning the conversations built with the TIMIT
sentences (see table 2), a significant reduction of the
number of deletion errors is observed between our seg-
mentation technique and the BIC procedure, as ex-
pected. Thus, our segmentation technique proves to be
more efficient than the BIC procedure when applied to
conversations where speaker changing points are close
to one another. However, one can notice that if the sec-
ond pass improves the number of insertions errors, at
the same time, the number of deletion errors becomes
worse.

The same remarks can be made concerning the con-



BIC 1rst pass 2nd pass
I D I D I D

timit2 (29 pts) 15 7 14 4 11 6
timit3 (27 pts) 11 10 25 4 11 5

Table 2: TIMIT conversations: insertion (I) and dele-
tion (D) errors respectively with the BIC procedure,
the first pass and the second pass of our algorithm

BIC 1rst pass 2nd pass
I D I D I D

file1 (21 pts) 4 11 8 6 7 7
file2 (21 pts) 3 10 2 1 2 2

Table 3: French conversations : insertion (I) and dele-
tion (D) errors respectively with the BIC procedure,
the first pass and the second pass of our algorithm

versations built with the French short sentences (see
table 3). In both cases, and more generally with con-
versations containing only small segments, our seg-
mentation technique could be reduced to the first pass
(i.e. to the distance-based segmentation) to be more
efficient according to the number of deletion errors.

The phone conversations (see table 4) present some
particularities compared to other data, which may im-
pair the segmentation and the evaluation processes. In-
deed, while one person is speaking, the other person
may interrupt or speak at the same time to pronounce
small words or interjections like “Yeah” or “Hum-hum”
to agree on what is said. Spontaneous speech presents
similar characteristics. When these small words are
uttered while the other person is speaking, our hypoth-
esis is not respected. These words also degrade the
segmentation process since they are too small to be
correctly detected. Also depending on the context of
the segmentation, they may be not relevant. For in-
stance, to know that speaker X has intervened for 0.3
seconds to say “Yeah” does not have any significance
for our indexing task. At the opposite, if theaccuracy
level required for a transcription task is very high, then
it becomes necessary to correctly detect these small
words. In our context, we decide not to take them into
account. That explains the high numbers of insertion
errors for the phone conversations (table 4), particu-
larly for the first pass of our segmentation technique.
Indeed, the distance-based segmentation is more sensi-
tive to every change (intonation or environment) than
the BIC-based segmentation. However, the distance-
based segmentation only detects the beginning or the
end of these small words, but not both boundaries. De-
pending on phone conversations, results are sometimes
better with the BIC-procedure, sometimes better with
our segmentation technique.

BIC 1rst pass 2nd pass
I D I D I D

sw2005 (19 pts) 10 6 41 6 17 7
sw2007 (66 pts) 20 13 31 17 18 17
sw2008 (30 pts) 1 13 6 9 3 7

Table 4: SWITCHBOARD phone conversations: in-
sertion (I) and deletion (D) errors respectively with the
BIC procedure, the first pass and the second pass of
our algorithm

4. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper, we proposed a speaker segmentation tech-
nique, composed of a distance-based algorithm fol-
lowed by a BIC-based algorithm. This segmentation
technique proves to be as efficient as the BIC proce-
dure in the case of conversations containing long seg-
ments and to give better results than the BIC proce-
dure when applied to conversations containing short
segments. Our efforts will now concentrate on com-
bining this segmentation stage with the merging stage
to form the complete indexing process (i.e. the recog-
nition of the sequence of speakers engaged in a con-
versation). At this point, recognition results obtained
at the end of the complete indexing process will allow
to fully validate our segmentation technique.
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